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With any new idea, begin with the why.  
Origins of the project: The achievement gap

https://interactives.americanprogress.org/projects/2015/achievement-gap/


Origins of the project: Personal experience



Ben Franklin’s example of digital humanism



Daniel Pink’s A Whole New Mind 
These themes need to become as palpable as many material, yet educators today too 
often present ideas as abstractions rather than as shareable prototypes.



Design as symphony: negotiating flows 



Goethe’s Metamorphosis of Plants: a way of being 
that contrasts with the factory model of education.



The rich profusion thee confounds, my love, 

Of flowers, spread athwart the garden. Aye, 

Name upon name assails thy ears, and each 

More barbarous-sounding than the one 

before —  
Like unto each the form, yet none alike; 

And so the choir hints a secret law, 

A sacred mystery. Ah, love could I vouchsafe 

In sweet felicity a simple answer! 

—Goethe



In a single plant, we can see dynamic change… 
(Craig Holdrege, The Nature Institute)



Educators need to create storylines that pull 
learners along a mystery…



Yet chess suggests we need rich funds of 
knowledge for learning to grow…
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Games are a magic circle (John Huzinga), 

where players willingly agree to obstacles 

that make accomplishing their task more 

challenging. Compare that with childrens’ 

attitudes toward school. 



Haiku means “play verse.” Renga = Scrabble. 

It’s meant to be pronounced in a single breath.

Patterns: 

*Someone (the poet) is somewhere 

* Something happens 

* Someone learns something 

* Noun 

* Noun-Verb 

* Noun 

Aesthetics: 

Brevity, juxtaposition or caesura, and novelty.  

Also: mysterious and timelessness. 



Visual + verbal 
interdependent = 
Vivid 

Text is about… 
Image is… 

Dogs versus… 



Character lineup: Tree spirits, Basho & Yoshi; Fathers



Game map: Ueno castle; field, forest, and pond



Timeline: four seasons in 1656, when Basho as 12



Settings: 
Castle, forest, field…pond



Evoke the form of the book even in a digital app











Conflict: the town is expanding. People are cutting 
down the trees. The animals need Basho and Yoshi’s 
haiku skills to help people appreciate nature.



Rough example of integrating text with interactive



Core mechanics: Language as pattern and play. In the tea room, play with the 
parts of speech as magnetic poetry. Remix, reorder, and manipulate. The 
animals collaborate by adding lines using vocabulary from their world, such as 
the frog (lily pad, fly, splash). Share the poem as an image on Instagram.



Likes on Instagram or an online wall translate into protective tree spirits and 

Shimenawa, sacred Shinto ropes that protect the trees. 
Picture: sustainablearchitecture-kyoto.com



Players can collect items to expand 
their vocabulary. You can go on a 
ginko, a walk in nature, to collect 
blueberries in summer and maple 
leaves in autumn. 

Then, with zoom googles, you can 
enrich these words with adjectives and 
descriptive vocabulary.



“People talk to you a great deal about your 

education, but some good, sacred memory, 

preserved from childhood, is perhaps the best 

education.” 
—Dostoyevsky, The Brothers Karamazov



“Don’t fit into categories…Appreciate the past but 

don’t be overwhelmed by it…Seek the new…Be 

curious and non-judgmental…find the humor and 

lightness…bring together the unlike…know that 

nature and human nature are the same.”  
— Stephen Addiss on what we can learn from Basho 


